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view of NVM research beyond the work within the data management community. Generally, by introducing NVMs and their huge
potential, we aim to enable researchers from diﬀerent ﬁelds, such
as Edge computing, data analysis, AI, and others, to extend their
work and experience by using NVMs, which is possible by having
better understanding of NVMs and their main challenges, especially
in terms of their limited write endurance and high write energy
consumption. To provide more depth to the presented topics, for
each part we highlight and discuss in more details one or two
representative systems.
Tutorial time and structure. The target length of the tutorial
is 1.5 hours and it is divided into four sections: (1) Introduction
(Section 1): This section introduces the unique characteristics of
NVMs and the salient challenges of low write endurance and high
energy consumption. It also showcases how NVMs are used in
current data management systems. (2) Overcoming low write endurance via write ampliﬁcation reduction (Section 3.1): This section
shows the method that is typically adopted in data management systems which conﬂates write ampliﬁcation reduction with improving
write endurance. We will show how write ampliﬁcation reduction
helps in overcoming low write endurance and how it misses opportunities to improve write endurance further by conﬂating the
two problems. (3) Overcoming low write endurance via local write
optimizations (Section 3.2): This section consists of storage and
software techniques that are designed speciﬁcally to overcome low
write endurance via tecniques that aims at minimizing bit ﬂips in
the NVM device. (4) Overcoming low write endurance via memoryawareness (section 3.3): This section presents a recent technique
that aims to overcome the problem of low write endurance by judiciously selecting memory locations for new writes with the goal of
reducing bit ﬂips.

3

TUTORIAL OUTLINE

In this work, we present the main concerns, challenges, and limitations of state-of-the-art methods that have utilized NVMs in
their designs by dividing them into three main groups based on
the trends and solutions they propose to solve the problem of low
write endurance. We also identify the short- and long-term research
opportunities in this space.

3.1

Reducing write ampliﬁcation

Many data storage and indexing solutions target the reduction of
write ampliﬁcation to optimize the utilization of I/O bandwidth.
This is done via various techniques, including delaying the consolidation of writes [15, 18], caching [2, 5, 26], and others [30]. With
the introduction of NVM to the memory hierarchy, it turns out that
reducing write ampliﬁcation can have the positive side-eﬀect of increasing NVM write endurance since less data is written. However,
this is not an easy task to do due to the fact that all the existing data
structures and database systems have been designed for DRAMs
and HDDs, where the challenges of the lifespan of memory segments and the energy consumption of writes are not as signiﬁcant
in DRAM/HDD as they are in NVM. However, as discussed before,
when it comes to NVMs, write operation needs to be performed
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wisely. So, the proposed methods in this group reduce the write ampliﬁcation in an attempt to decrease the average number of updated
cells and as a result increases the lifetime of NVMs.
To achieve this, many methods re-design existing data structures and database systems to mitigate the write ampliﬁcation issue
caused by them instead of designing and building new ones from
scratch. The reason behind this is that existing data structures
and database systems have undergone decades of research that
makes them extremely eﬃcient and makes building alternatives
from scratch an arduous task.
Log-Structured Merge-tree (LSM-tree) is one of those data structures that has been widely adopted for use in the storage layer
of modern NoSQL systems, and as a result, has attracted a large
body of research, from both the database community and the storage systems community, that try to improve various aspects of
LSM-trees by using NVMs [7, 15, 20]. NoveLSM [15] is one of these
methods. This method is a persistent LSM-based key-value storage system designed to take advantage of having a non-volatile
memory in its design. To tackle NVM’s limited write endurance,
NoveLSM comes up with a new design, where only the parts of the
key/value store that do not need to be changed frequently, such as
immutable memtables, are handled by NVM. On the other hand,
other parts, such as mutable memtables, which need constant updates and data movements, are placed on DRAM, which do not
have any restrictions on write operation. WiscKey [20] is another
work, which proposes a persistent LSM-tree-based key-value store,
which has been derived from the popular LSM-tree implementation, LevelDB. Although, like the other methods in this category,
WiscKey focuses on decreasing write ampliﬁcation, it achieve this
through a diﬀerent and simple way, which is separating keys from
values. This method observes that since the indexing is done by
keys, and not values, they do not need to be bundled together when
they are stored in the LSM-tree. So, in this method, only keys are
kept sorted in the LSM-tree, while values are stored separately in
a log. Through this insight, they have reduced write ampliﬁcation
by avoiding the unnecessary movement of values while sorting.
Although this technique is originally proposed for SSDs, it can be
generalized to storage class memories, which suﬀer from the same
limitation.
Another data structure that has been redesigned to utilize NVMs
is B+-Trees, which is used widely in K/V data stores [5, 12]. Fingerprinting Persistent Tree (FPTree) [26] is a hybrid SCM-DRAM
persistent and concurrent B+-Tree that is designed speciﬁcally for
NVMs. This method aims to decrease write ampliﬁcation on NVMs.
To do so, in this method, leaf nodes are persisted in SCM while
inner nodes are placed in DRAM and rebuilt upon recovery.
Hash-based indexing structures have also been good candidates
to utilize NVMs due to their nature of typically causing high write
ampliﬁcation and that they are vastly used in various applications
and systems [13, 22, 28, 30]. A lot of eﬀort has been made to improve hash-based indexing structures for byte-addressable persistent memory, and almost all of them focus on decreasing the write
ampliﬁcation to reach their goal. Path hashing [30] is an example of
these hash-based indexes, which is designed speciﬁcally for NVMs.
The basic idea of path hashing is to leverage a position sharing
method to resolve the hash-collision problem, which usually results
in a high number of extra writes or write ampliﬁcations.

In [3], the authors designed new data structures based on the
idea of pointer distance. In this method, instead of building a doublylinked list, for instance, XOR linked lists are used, which allows each
node to store only the XOR between the previous and next node
instead of storing the previous and next nodes. Storing the XOR of
two pointers, which are likely to contain similar higher-order bits,
can lead to reducing the number of bit ﬂips.

3.2

Local write optimizations

In the NVM storage community, this method has been one of the
simplest and most eﬀective in dealing with the limitations of NVMs.
So, there has been a large body of research that uses various types
of this method in their works. In this category, there are various
techniques, such as caching [2, 5, 26] and the Read-Before-Write
(RBW) technique [29], to decrease the number of bit ﬂips.
RBW is one of the most popular techniques, which has been
widely utilized by various approaches [1, 6, 8, 14, 27], to reduce the
number of bit ﬂips is the Read-Before-Write (RBW) technique [29],
in which the content of an old memory block is read before it is
overwritten with the new data. This technique replaces each NVM
write operation with a more eﬃcient read-modify-write operation.
Reading before writing allows comparing the bits of the old and
new data, updating only the bits that diﬀer.
Flip-n-Write (FNW) [6] is one of the most popular methods and
became the building block of many other techniques in this area.
This method compares the current content of the memory location
(the old data) with the content to-be-written (the new data). This
enables FNW to decide whether to write the new data in its original
format or to ﬂip it before writing it if that leads to reducing the
number of bit ﬂips. (A ﬂag is used so that future operations know
whether to ﬂip the content before reading.) This method guarantees
that the number of bit ﬂips in NVM is always less than half the
total number of written bits (excluding the ﬂag bit).
DCW [8] ﬁnds common patterns and then compresses data to
reduce the number of bit ﬂips in NVM. Like Flip-N-Write, DCW
replaces a write operation with a read-modify-write process. It
starts comparing the new data and the old data from the ﬁrst bit
to the last one. The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between DCW and
Frip-N-Write is that in DCW, the maximum number of bit ﬂips is
still N (the word width).
Captopril [14] is another recent proposal for reducing bit ﬂips
in NVMs. This method masks some “hot locations”, where bits are
ﬂipped more, to reduce the number of bit ﬂips. In this method, the
authors compare every write with 4 predeﬁned sequences of bits
to decide which bits need to be ﬂipped and which ones need to be
written in their original form. This method suﬀers from relatively
high overhead. More importantly, it is rigid and would only work
on predeﬁned applications.
Flip-Mirror-Rotate [27] is another method that is built upon FlipN-Write [6] and FPC [1] to reduce the number of ﬂipped bits. Like
Captopril, this method uses only predeﬁned patterns to mask some
bits, which means it would only work on predeﬁned applications.
MinShift [21] proposes reduces the total number of update bits to
SCMs. The main idea of this method is that if the hamming distance
falls between two speciﬁc bounds, the new data is rotated to change

the hamming distance. Although this method is simple, it suﬀers
from high overhead.
In [9], the authors use a combination of MinShift and Flip-NWrite to decrease the number of written bits. They compute the
minimum amount of some possible states to choose a pattern to
encode the data. This method has advantages and disadvantages of
both methods.
All these methods oﬀer diﬀerent advantages and disadvantages.
These methods invite exploring how they can be integrated with
existing data management systems to enable them to improve the
lifetime of NVMs. Some of these methods are independent from the
application (and often implemented as a hardware method) which
means that augmenting them within existing data management
systems is a straight-forward task. Other approaches—especially
ones based on masking—require domain knowledge on the application using them. There is an opportunity for data management
researchers to ﬁnd ways to adapt these methods to work with existing data management systems. This would entail learning the
write patterns of data management systems and translating this
knowledge into appropriate masking techniques that are based on
the methods presented above.
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3.3

Memory-awareness

Although reducing write ampliﬁcation is a promising way to extend
the NVMs’ lifespan, it does not necessarily lead to the best opportunities to reduce bit ﬂipping and increasing write endurance [3, 16].
This is because—unlike ﬂash—NVM cells are written individually,
which means that the number of ﬂipped bits is more important to
optimize than the number of written words [3]. Therefore, focusing
on reducing bit ﬂips is a viable solution that can both save energy
and extend the life of NVMs. Although focusing on bit ﬂipping
reduction technique seems a reasonable choice, the methods in this
category (Section 3.2) fail to achieve its full potential because the
existing methods miss a crucial opportunity. Prior methods pick
the memory location for a write operation arbitrarily (new data
items select an arbitrary location in memory, and updates to data
items overwrite the previously-chosen location.) This misses the
opportunity to judiciously pick a memory location that is similar
to the value to be written. When the new value and the value to
be overwritten are similar, this means that the number of bit ﬂips
is going to be lower. Reducing the number of bit ﬂips increases
write endurance and reduces power consumption. This approach is
called memory awareness.
The ﬁrst memory-aware method that has been proposed to extend the lifespan of NVMs is called Predict and Write (PNW) [16],
which is a K/V store that is designed speciﬁcally for NVMs. This
method uses a clustering-based approach to extend the lifetime of
NVMs using machine learning. Writes are directed to clusters with
similar content to reduce the number of bit ﬂips. Like the previous
methods in Section 3.2, PNW also targets bit ﬂip reduction but
through software techniques. PNW decreases the number of bit
ﬂips for PUT/UPDATE operations by determining the best memory
location an updated value should be written to. This method leverages the indirection level of K/V-stores to freely choose the target
memory location for any given write based on its value. In this
method, NVM addresses are organized in a dynamic address pool

clustered by the similarity of the data values they refer to. In this
paper, it has been shown that, by choosing the right target memory
location for a given PUT/UPDATE operation, the number of total
bit ﬂips and cache lines can be reduced signiﬁcantly.
Another method that leverages memory awareness in its structure is called Hamming-Tree [17], which is an auxiliary data structure that can be augmented with existing indexes. Hamming-Tree is
a data structure that organizes free memory locations based on their
hamming distance. It can be built upon any existing tree-based data
structure—whether they are designed for NVM or not—to improve
their performance in terms of NVM write endurance. One of the
unique qualities of this method, which makes it highly adoptable
by any existing key/value stores, is its ability to be augmented with
a data indexing structure from B+-tree to LSM-based persistent K/V
stores to cache optimized NVM index, and write-friendly hashing
schemes. In this method, the data indexing structure handles the
regular indexing of keys and values, and Hamming-Tree handles
the mapping of free memory locations for future writes and updates.
This method also reduces bit ﬂipping considerably.

4

OUTLOOK

There is an opportunity now for researchers in data management
systems to adopt solutions to overcome these limitations of NVMs
that would be essential for their adoption and success. Speciﬁcally,
in this tutorial, we present the low-hanging fruits and approaches of
augmenting existing techniques from the NVM storage community
to be adopted in data management systems. Also, we outline future
opportunities in the area of memory-awareness that promises to
increase the eﬃcacy of existing techniques to improve the lifetime
and energy eﬃciency of NVM devices.
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